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4. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The most common method of preparing esters is 

to heat together the a_cid and the alcohol. The reaction 

is, however, a reversible one and therefore a condition 

of equilibrium is obtained when a certain ratio eaists 

between the amount of ester and water and that of free 

acid and alcohol. The point of equilibrium varie.s with 

the conditions of the experiment, namely, thP nature and 

relative quantity of acid and alcohol and the temperature. 

M. Berthe�ot (1799) was the first to oall attention to 

the pffect of quantity. He showed that the amount of 

chemical change o is proportional to the product and the 

quantity of the reacting eubstanoes a and b and their 

affinity K. Thia is known as the law of mass action 

and is represented by the equation: 

c : K X ab ( l) 

The only change introduced since Berthelot• s time is in 

the meaning of a and b, which mow stand for molecular 

proportions and not molecular weights. Gulijerg and 

Waage (1867) showed that K can be determined by studying 

the conditions of equilibrium in the following way.

Suppose a curve i� drawn of the action of an equal number 

of gram-molecules of ethyl alcohol and acetic acid , the

quantity being tr ansformed into ester and watpr plotted 

on the absissa and time an the ordinate. (The mixture 

kepi in a thermostat, a little removed from time to time 
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and titrated for free acid). It will;,5 be foundt that, 

ae the. quantity of free acid and alcohol dl,\lllinieh, the 

v elocity also d4IDini ahee unti 1 there ie no further change. 

Thia ia. the equilibrium point. If the reaction ia begun

from the other end and a mixture of an equal number of 

gram molecules of the ester and water is taken, tbe free 

acid will make its appearance, and the reaction will slow 

down until the aame equilibrium point is reached. Thia 

equilibrium point is reached when two thirds of a gram• 

molecule ester and water and one third of a gram.molecule 

of acid and alcohol are present. The reaction may be 

represented by the following equation: 

( 2} 

1/3 1/3 2/3 2/3 

We may consider that the equilibrium point ie 

reached when the ve loci tee of the opposing reactions are 

equal, that is, when 

Vl
::: 

V 22 

According to the kinetic theory the v elocity of 

a reaction is determined by the number of collis ions 

between molecules; but the number of collisions in unit 

time is proportional to the .number of molecules in unit 

volume(Concentration). 

Let a and b equal the number of molecules of the 

reacting substances in unit volume and c the number of 

molecules of the products in unit volume. The velocities 
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of the two reacti one will be: 

Vl
::: 

Kl ab, and v
2 

= K2 cd

At equi lib ri um Vl V
2

and Kl ab = K2 cd

Kl cd Klor = replacing for K 
K2 a.b K

2

cd 
K 

ab 

and for equation ( 2)

K = 
c eater X d water = 

') 73 
X 273a alcohol x b acid 1 3 X l 3

Equilibrium in the liQuid phase for reaction 

( 2) may be represented by the above equation and the 

numerical value for K being practically independent of 

4 

the te mperature change. Since the free energy change in 
c...-t

evaporing a liquid at its equilibrium pressure is equal 
..., 

to zero, it follows that the vapor in equilibrium with 

the 111(uid equilibrium mixture must represent the equi

librium between the components in the gaseous phase. 

(Berthelot found that at 10° c, 65.2% of alcoho l and acid are 

changed into ester, and at 220.0° c. 66.5% of the mixture 

is transformed into ester, an increase of 210° produces 

hardly any displacement of the equilibrium). 
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Preparation of Materials 

ABSOLUT� ALCOHOL was prepared from 95% ethyl alcohol 

in the following mann er, The alcohol was allowed to 

stand with quick lime in a closed flask fo� five days, 

shaking sev eral times a dayduring that period, It was

then distilled into a flask containing quick lime which 

was heate d on a bath of boiling water, from this flask 

the vapors were condensed again and received in a bottle 

contain ing freshly p repared anhydrous cop�er sulphate. 

Specific gravity 0,7948 Boiling point 78,4°c, 

ACETIC ACID used wae from ne 1 stock of "Bakers Analyzed" 

acetic acid testing 99,995 � pure. Boiling point 118,0°c. 

�tKYL ACBTATE of high degree of purity wae obtained from 

the United States Induetral Alcohol Co. This was

fractioned by distilling thru an 18 inch Hemple column, 

collecting only that po rtion distilling over at 76,0 to 

78,0 degrees centigrade, Rhen analyzed for purity it 

was found to be 100� ethyl acetate. (No free acid) 

SrANDARD vOLUtIONo of N/10 hy�rodhloric acid 

N /10 Barta 

N/2 Sodiun hydroxide 

were made up in the usual manner, protected frum carbon 

dioxide, and carefully standardized. 
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Development of Apparatae 

A special type of apparatue was constructed eo that 

a very small fraction of the equilibrium mixture could 

be removed by distilla�ion while thP mixture was being 

boiled under reflux. The whole system was designed so 

tt•at reflux and di�tillation of the vapor sample could 

be  acc<;/plished unde r rPduced pressure. TlHI volitili ty 

uf the components of the equilibrium mixture. especially, 

ethyl acetate, made it necessary t o  vse a very large 

condensing sur face for the reflux. To f•..1rth er guard 

against loss of vapors the condensine surface was cooled 

by ice-water( produced by passing the tap ,tater thru about 

forty feet of flmall lead pipe, cooled by an ice-salt mixture.) 

Thie cooling was especially necessary when the apparatus 

was put under )Nl'duced pressure. 

the mixture were tried. 

variou3 metr.ods of heating 

1- Crdinary water bath, water covering lower

half of the flask only. 

2- "';ntire flask submerged in the water. 

3· Air bath over entire flRsk. 

4- Diredt flame under small hole in asbestos

board. 

5- Ni-Chrome resistance coil immersed in the

liquid. 

6- l'latimum resistance coil immersed in the

liquid. 

q:- Ni-Utlro me resistance coil placnd in quartz 

tube and adjusted in lower par t of the flask at abo�t 
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45° from the vertical axis. 

8- dame heater placed in botr.om o flask

in line with the vertical axis. (see PLATE I.} 

The methods numb1>red 1 to 4, inclusive, failed> to produce 

thi> reaul ts desired because of th"' supi>rheating of either 

vapor or liquid. Methods 5 and6 produoe1 a VPry even temp-

erature but were given up bPcause of par tial oxid�tion of 

thP alcohol. This was suspected by thP presP.nce of a 

distinct odor of aoetaldehyde, and later proved by positive 

tests for aame. A black deposit also formed on the platinum 

wilre after being heated in the liquid for a short time. The 

Ni-Chrome wire in method 5 nae also acted upon by th,, acetic 

acid, and for this reason the platinum wire ilas eubstituded 

for same. 1 ethod 7 was then adopted 11hich removed these 

difioultiee but produced super-he ating of the liquid, which 

was probably due to the position of the heater in the liquid, 

and also to the fact that the liquid was not stirred. 'J:o 

overcome this dificulty th� tube containing the heater was 

placed in the bottom of thP. flask in lin<> with the vertical 

axis. (see JLAT� I) Tubes were then seale d into opposite 

aides of th,. flaek, bent down ea ar to enter thP heater tube 

at the bottom of same. These tubes conducted the flow of 

convection currents and thaeby stirring the liquid and causing 

more eMen heating. The entire flask was insulated Nith a 

magnesia-asbestos composition to pre vent loss of heat by 

r adiation. (thPr parts of thP appa1·atus were of the usual 

type used for vacuum distillation. The two thermometers 

.ised (one in the liquid and th<! oth 0r in the vapor) were

compared ,1th standard thermometers tested by the Bureau of 
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Standards, Both thermometers were fitted in w .. lls so that 

thoy coul d easily b,- removed, or interchanged, without 

loee of vapors, or brAa.kine; th,. vacuum, 
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PLAT.; - 1. 

p 

lo Suc.t,cn 
,----

U- Straight tube condenser for condpnsin6 sanple l

N- Jample rei eiver

�- Freezing mixture of ice and �alt

P• 5 gallon bottle for volume

Q.- Stop-cock to emit air(for controlling pressure)

R- Closed "i/i troeol tube encasing a Pater element )

s- "Rindowe" in insulation (for obserb•tion)

T- Liquid, u- Pyrex flask Hg manometer 

,1- Liquid t hermometer, x- Vapor thermometer

Y- "".:lectric •Rireo to heater, z- Sample of distillate





to PLA'i' � I 

A- f agnesia-aebeetoe insulation

P.• �ample tube ( for obtaining samples of th p equilibrium
mixture)

C- ,,atch c rystal ( to spread convection curre nts)

D- Ni-Chrome heating P.lement

f"• ,mall "Vitrosol" tube supporting heatpr elemPnt

F- '1ubber r-topper holding heater in "la.sk

G- ;:ell for thermom .. ter .1

H- fl " X 

I- Tube to carry swnpl e to tube B

J- 3top-cocK openin0 condenser

K- 20 inch strai«}lt tube condens er, (for reflux)

L- vpi�al condenser for reflux

�- Strai�ht tube c�ndenser for conJ�n�in6 sample l

N- JamplP rei eiver

�- Freezing mixture of ice and �alt

P- 5 gallon bot tle for volume

Q.- Stop-cock to emit air(for controlling pressure)

R- Closed "Ii trosol tube encasing i'lioater element )

s- ".lindows" in insulation (for obaerbiition)

T- Liquid, u- Pyrex flask Hg manometer 

,7. Liquid thermometer, X- Vapor thermometer

y. "';lectric •Riree to heater, z- Sample of distillate
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-:xperime ntal Technique ( compooition of mixturea) 

The e1uilibrium proportions of th e four components 

of the e yBtPm, ae tliven in the first part of thi papPr, 

are u.ccordin� to tne eq..iation; 

K 
_ 2 mol "!Ster 
- l J mol acid

X 2/ 
11 l 3 

mol watctr 
mol alcohol 

corres ondinL to 11.34 water, 55,3€ "IStP.r, l • 90 

= 4 

acid and 

14.36 · alcohol. �hill mixturP 11 hereafter be r1>fared to ."' 
as "�qu ilibrium · ixtur"! A. , thP.r mixturce mo.d• up oy 

varyin._ tn 

follows: 

equ tion; 

pro-;:io'!'tione of th,. components. l'hpy are ae 

F;qui li briw::i 1 xtu re '13 corre eponding 1.0 the 

2 9 mol ester X 2molis va.t"!r 
I' ::: l 3 •ool acid 1( l 3 mol alcohol :: 

4 ., 

and containing 21. �o • ester, 39"0 water• 22.00 acid

and 16. 90, alcohol. 

-;quilibri..lill !ixture C. 

4 mo.L ester 
V. � l 3 mo acid

X 

JC 

correepondinb to the 

l mol wator
l 1001 alcohol -= 4

ana cont3inin16 7).94,* ester, 3,7B% water, 12.63 acid 

and 9. 66, alcohol. 

note- ( ";ach mixture wae checked by analysis ) 

�xperimental Te chingue (prool'!dur,.) 

500 oo of the mixture wae madr up,aoco rding to 

thP proportion. given noove, by weight, and placed in th• 

boiling flaek. Aft.er the thermome tero were adj ueted to 

read temperatureeJ of liquid and vapor the liquid was 

gndually heate d to boiling. rne mixture wae the n boiled 
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under reflux for several hours when a sample was removed 

for analysie. (Boiling should not effect the composition 

of the mixture if the system 1B in equilibruim, theredrore.... 
the seconl analysis should chock the first). Also the 

temperature of the vapor and liquid should be the same 

when the system is in equilibrium. 'ihe, n the temperature 

of the liquid and vapor were found to be constant to within 

o.5° th e otop-cock (J) was opened and a small sample of about

5 cc from a total of 500 cc a was di ati 11 ed over . The

distillate was chilled by a mixture of ice and salt placed

around the receiver tube • The composition of this oistillate

should represent the system at equilibr;.um in, the vapc,r

phase. After the sample at atmospheric pressure had been

distilled, the apparatus was put under reduced pressure and

another sample of about ,the same size was distilled over.

In this latt�r case the pressure was adjusted so that

the liquid would distill ov6r at about 20 dpgrees lower

than in the former case, at a�mospheric pressu=3.

Method of Analysis 

Two samples of less than one cubic centimeter 

each were remover from the two samples taken ae above and 

placed in small glass stoppered weighing bottles (l cc). 

Each bottle was accurately weihgfed and dropped into the 

titration flasks (250 cc) containing 100 cc of ice cold 

distilled water and a drop of phenolphthalein as indicatot. 

Eaoh a amp le was titrated with N/l o Sa ( OH ) 2 and from this

data the percent of acetic acid was calculated. 
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• /2 Godium hydroxide was thPn added to the ilask in 

excess of the s..rnount n°cdP.d to hydrolyze the PSt !'$l' and 

allowed 1.0 siand, at room tecll erature, for over nig'ot, 

or for at lea�t ien hour�. At the e nd of that pe riod 

the excesM alkali was titratP.d with 1/lO HCl nnd the 

percPnt of ester calculated from the amount of alkali 

ueed. The r�ainin6 distillate of each of the two 

samples distilled ,as used for specific gravity 

d Pterminations. \ ver y small pycnometer, of the Sprengel-

Oet·Nald type, was constructed fo r this purpose holding 

about one and one hal� cubic centimeters. All specific 

gravity de�ermin�tions were made at 20° Cen�igr ade. 

Calculation of Data and K 

Knowing the specific garvity of tho distillate 

and the percentage of ester iP the sample the perc�nt of 

water may be r ead directly from thP curve, which shows 

the percent of ester and percent �f water for the corres-

ponding specific gravity. (See lLA'l' U) 

The acetic acid content of the distillate was oo small 

(see Tl3bles 1,2,& 3) tlu:.t there wae p(.' apparent change 

in the specific g ravity due to this component of the 

vapor sample. Thie small percentage of acid wae sub-

tracted from the percent of water read from the graph. 

The percentage of alcohol being determined by difference. 
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In the earlier data the alcohol was determined 

by hy�rolyzing a five gram sample with ten percent NaOH 

solution in a closed flask or pressure bottle. Thie was 

then distilled thru a spiral condenser, collecting 100 cc 

of the distillate, and determning the specific gravity of 

same. The percenta0e of �lcohol was then found from the 

alcohol density tables, and the percentage of alcohol 

for the sample calculated. The percent of water was then 

determined by difference, This method was given up beeause 

of the large sampl� needed and the time required to run 

the analysis. 

A effo rt was made to determine the amount of water 

present by the decomposition of some material by water and 

yielding a gas, the volume of the gas measured, and fr_om

this data the percent of water obtained. Calcium carbide 

yielding acetylene and metallic calcium yielding hydrogen 

were tried, Another method tried was to absorb the acety-

lene gas in a ten percent solution of silvPr nitrate, titrate 

the amount of nitric acid liberated by the rP.8Ction, and 

calculate th P percent of water from this data. All of these 

methods were given up because of the clifficulty found in 

removing all of the acetylene in solution in the liquid of 

the reaction flask. Low results were produced at every trial 

on standard solutions of water in absolute alcohol, altho 

this prove d to be more practical than the formezr. 

The percentage oomposition of the distillate being 

obtained, the equilibrium constant (K) for the gaseous 
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phase was calculated in the same manner that the constant 

is calculated in the liquid phase. 

The equilibrium constant {K) has been calculated 

for the vapor phas of the equilibrium mixtures A, B, and 

c. which are tabulated in Tables l, 2, and}, respectively.
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TABLE # l 

Showing the oompos1 tion of Equilibrium Wixturei 

A and composition of the distillate of thh mixture, which 

represe nts the vapor phase of the 

Start 
- - - -

A,P, 

" " 

" " 

" " 

ti " 

II 

" " 

H,P. 

" 

" " 

H 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

2facid 

18,90 
- - - -

.345 

.309 

,432
,434

,218 
.231

,224 

.126 

,134 

.136 

.134 

2fester 

55.3e 
- .. - -

71,70 

67,80 

79.52 
79,55 

83,40) 
83.14 )

83.27 

84,73) 

84,32) 

84.73i84.22 

�water 

ll.34
- - - -

5,40

7,00

5,67 
5.65 

6.53 

6,73 

5.97 

6,12 

mixture at e quilibrium, 

!alcohol !Kl

14,36 
- - -- -

22,50 

24,90 

14,38�14,44 

9,97 

9.87 

9,38 

9,23 

4 

88,7 

107,8 

125,0 

422,2 

431,0 

721.0 

942,7 

81?,Gr, 

- - - - -

,8931 

,8994 

,8997 

,8994 

,8995 

Bo iling point of mixture at atmospheric pree-ure (A,P.) 

Vapor 74,0 
Liquid /4,4

Roiling point of mixture under reduced pressure (R,P,) 

Vapor 53.0 
Liquid 53.5 

x indicat�s rune made ueing ice water in conde nse rs. 
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TAI Lt I! 2. 

Showing the oonpoei tion of e quilibrium mixture 

Band compoei ti on of the dis tillate of this mixture, which 

re presents th e Vapor Phase of this mixture at equilibrium. 

star t 

A, I. 

II " 

" " 

" " 

.. ff 

" " 

n " 

" " 

" " 

" " 

" " 

R.P. 

" " 

,. " 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

J01li11g 

" 

;:aoid 

22.00 

-326

. 02 

.432 
,415 

• 429

,405 

.260 

• 259

,155 

.199 

.202 

• 233

,291 
,290 

.208 

,370 
.332 

• 450

%eeter 

21.50 
- - - -

64,45 

70.51 

71.67
72,17

71,27 

72.17 

74.41 

75.73 

76.74 

79.1i)
79.53)

79,53 

84.33)
84.04)

79.58 

8.,. 94
�84,16 

79,77 

, water [alcohol (Kl 

39.60 16,90 
- - - - -

8.60 27, 63 

8.80 20.27 

7.92
7,77

19.9
6�19.6 

8.16 20.17 

7.70 19.73 

7,89 17144 

9,00 15.01 

8.35 14,79 

8,10 12.38 

7.86 ll. 70

5.81 9.77 

8.oo 12,07 

6.05 10.05 

7.55 12.23 

4 
- - - -

ll4, 3 

126.9 

ll8,5 

119, 5 

l2l, l;, 

220.4 

305.9 

485.6 

45'2,0 

401.6 

300,7 

442,2 

250. 5

190,7 

point at atmospheric p1•essure ( A, p •)

" " reduced pressure (P.P.) 

..,l!1 Gr
1 

- - - -

.8996 

.8995 

,8999 

.8998 

,0992 

.0992 

,8993 

Vapor 
Liquid 

Vapor 
Liquid 

x indiJatell runs made using ice water in oondeneere. 

H:f 
56,2 
56.4 

c.
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£ABLE l.t 3, 

Showing the composition of iqui lib ri um ixture 

� and compo3i tion of the distillate of this mixture, which 
2 >v 

repres111te the Vapor Pliase of th<> mixture at equilibrium. 

Start 

A,P, 

" " 

" " 

" " 

.. " 

" " 

" " 

" .. 

• 1 •

" II 

.. " 

.. " 

Boilir..g 

" 

!acid

12.63

.199 

,579 

, 200 

.370 

X .230 

X • 228

X • 230

X ,0734

X • 156

X , 155

X ,156

:,r •♦523

point at. 

• "

eater 

73.94 
- - - - -

73,20 

75,29 

73,72 

77,0l 

81,50 

fll,21 

81. 49 

84,02 

84,20 

84.27 

84,10 

82,87 

�water 

3. 7E
. - - -

6.67 

7.69 

7.02 

8,09 

7,73 

6.32 

6,17 

6.68 

5,35 

3. 46 

3,54 

7,09 

�alcohol (Kl 

9,66 

18.93 

16.44 

19.06 

14,53 

9,93 

12,l?O 

12,10 

9,23 

10, 30 

12,ll 

lc.20 

9,98 

�
- - - -

259,6 

105,6 

236.8 

207,q 

490.0 

31,. 2 

314,2 

1275,0 

489,0 

270.0 

213.0 

1966.0 

Bl!.Gr . 

. - - - -

,9002 

,fie, 'J 

,8965 

• '1008

.8974

,89?0

,8920

.9000

atmospheric pressure ( A, p •) Vapor 72,40 

72,8 Liquid 

reduc� pre-a ure, (R,l,) Vapor 52.0 
Liquid 52.4 

X indic ted rune made using ice water in condensers, 

c.
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�guilibriwn in the Vapor Phase (Object) 

As stated before it has been assumed that the 

the analysis of the distillates of the equilibrium mixture• 

represented the vapor phase of the mixture at equilibrium. 

In an attempt to prove , or oonfirm, this ae.wnption mixtures 

were made up to represent the average distillate of either 

mixture A and B 0 A oalculated and weiglJ�P.d amount of 

these mixtures w••� heated to 96° C, in highly evacuated 

sealed flasks for a period of 36 days, 

(procedure) 

W�ighted amounts of the liquids were introduoed 

into 500 cc Pyrex boiling flasks which had been highly 

e vacuated and cooled by being packed in an ice-salt mixture. 

The fla ks were then sealed and ke�t in a water-JacketPd 
ra 

oven for 36 days at a temperature of 96 degrees centigaxde. 

The liquid was entirely in tha vapor state during the whole 

perioa of heating. :Before opening the flasks they were 

again nacked in ice and ealt and after the vapors we·e 

driven from the neck of the flasks by heating, they were 

opened with extreme care to pr011ent the lose of anji of the 

material, Ice cold water Nae then added to the flasks and 

the contents analyzed for acid and eater, The specific 

gaavity of the liquid being known. the amounts of water and 

alcohol were then determined, Data showing the resusts of 

this investigation are found p� in TABLE# 4, 

( sealing the flasks)

500 cc long neck,�round bottom, Pyrex boiling flasks 

were used to hold thP mater ial and were constricted about two 

inches from the mouth eo ae to facilitate eatq sealing. 
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The mouth of the tlaek wae fitted with a. two ho le rubber 

•topper holding a 2 co bure tte ( epeoia.lly oonet ructed

for the purpose) and a small el of glass tubing to conn ect

to the vacuum pump. The burette was filled w ith the liquid

and weighfed, placed in position in the st opper , and the

flask evacuated. The calculated portion of theliquid

wae run in, the flaek e ealed, the bu rette remov ed and

weighted.

% acid 

B die. 
start 0.200 

36 
days 0.753 

C die. 

start 0.052 

36 
daye 0.550 

T AB L ; 

% est er % water 

79,47 8.5, 

76.oo 9.25 

82.87 7,098 

# 4. 

% alcohol K 

11.79� 

14,00 

12.29 

840.0 

116.33 

1966.0 

169.0 
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Discussion of Results 

The ell'.ident trend in the values of the equilibrium 

constant (K) as tabulated in tableo l,2, and 3 may be due 

to one or all of a number of causes. In the first data 

there was a wide variation in the values,or perc�ntae;es, 

of ester and acid obtained, and consequently in the p rcent 

of alcohol and water, which was obtained by �ifference. 

In this first data the app&r ent lose of ester was probabiy 

due to vaporization occu11ng during th� analysis. In an, 

effort to correct this the technique of analysis was changed 

and r 0asonaLle good checks, on the same sample, were obtained, 

Also the metod of analysis was tried out on a known concentra

tion of ester, the resutts obtained proving that tnedetermina

tion of adid and eater were oorredt 0 which might indicate that 

the loss in ester was not du• to vaporiz&tion ( at least not 

for the later analysis). 

The determination of alcohol by the first method 

used depended on the accurcy of the measuremen t  of the specific 

gr avity. The method was that commonly used for the determination 

of alcohol in alcoholic liquors( see Government Bulletin No. ) • 

This would have been satisfactory if a sample of sufficient 

size could have been used. A large sample could not be 

obtained as the removal of a considerable amount of the 

liquid by distillation would change the oom,osition of the 

equilibrium mixture rumaining in the boiling flasl:. Values 

for alcohol and v1ater as determined by use of specific gravity, 

ester, wa�er cha.rt (PLATE II) were obtained by the use of 

a very small sample, and proved to be more satisfactory. 





23. 

After the apparatus was oha�ged so that iee water could 

be run thru the condensers the values f,or acid percent 

were decreased considerably and in like manner. the 

perc ent of ester was very much increased. Thie change 

in values for acid and ester influenced the values �or 

alcohol and water and in some oases doubled or trebled 

the values of the equilibrium constants (K). as obtained 

when the warmer tap water was used tn the condensers. 

The inc rease in the percentage of ester would 

possibly indicate that, heretofore, a large amount of 

ester had been lost by volitization due to ineffecient 

condensing surface. But the decided i'ower preoentage 

of acid makee it ap parent that a partial hydrolysis of 

the ester had taken place in the former case, thereby 

increasing the acid percent And lowereng the ester content. 

Altho there is a very large trend of the values of 

equilibrium constants for the reaction in the vapor phase 

it is obvious t at the values of K are very much higher in 

this phaee than in the liquid phaqe. 

The data tabulated on page 21, Tablf! 4. ishows 

that during the 36 hour period of heating there was a partial 

hydrolysis of the est.er, resulting in a marked incri=iase in the 

amount of acid. There results seem very inconsistant in 

that the loss of ester greatly overbalances the gain in 

acid. The data therefore, is of only qualitative value. 
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24. 

S U A R Y 

The equilibrium oonatant (K) w�s f-And to be 

very much larger in tr.e gaseous phase than in the liquid 

phase. 

2- o definite nu�erical value ror the eauilibrium

constant (K) could be found from th(I data obtained. 

3· Colder condensing surface shifted the percPntage 

composition of th� equilibrium distillate, resulting in 

very much highe r values for the gaseous equilibriwn constant. 

4- Data given in TABLE #4 showe a decided shift in

the equilibrium fro� right to left.,indicating that the 

mixtures made up "ere not in equilibriW'II in t.he gaseous 

phase. 












